
How to Stop the 

4 Habits That Ruin 

Your Relationship 
1. CRITICISM 
Criticism is any type of put-down, name-calling, or negative comment that invites 
defensiveness. When you criticize, it triggers a cycle of attack and defend. 

SOLUTION: GET PERMISSION. Tell your partner the topic you want to discuss. 
"Is this a good time to talk about ____” gives your partner the choice. Having the 
conversation when both people are ready leads to more peaceful resolutions. 
Sticking to the topic keeps the conversation on track.  

2. DEFENSIVENESS 
Getting defensive happens when you interrupt, blame, or avoid accountability. 
Defensiveness starts by launching a counter-attack in order to avoid looking at your 
behavior. Not taking responsibility increases your partner's frustration. 

SOLUTION: FIND THE GRAIN OF TRUTH. Validate one concern in the feedback 
given. This doesn't mean you agree with everything said. Example: "I know you're 
upset because I was late." This helps the other person feel heard and stops 
defensiveness. The goal is not to force agreement but to be understood. 

3. CONTEMPT 
Contempt is a more intense and abusive form of criticism. Examples are making 
someone feel less than, stupid or not enough. The underlying message is that of 
superiority. Contempt is the biggest predictor of divorce that also creates parental 
alienation. Always focus on eliminating this behavior first. 

SOLUTION: EXPRESS HOW YOU FEEL & WHAT YOU NEED. Being aware of your 
emotions minimizes destructive anger. State how you feel and the behavior that 
upset you. Avoid making accusations and using words like always and never. It's 
harder to argue with facts but judgments invite a negative response. 

4. STONEWALLING 
This is when you withdraw from the conversation out of anger. You shut down 
emotionally because you cannot manage stress. Your partner assumes that you 
don't care based on a lack of response but you are in overwhelm. This can be an 
attempt to control or punish your partner. Both create distance in the relationship. 

SOLUTION: TAKE STEPS TO CALM DOWN. Manage stress by taking a time-out if 
needed. Notice any negative self-talk like “Here we go again” which reinforces the 
negative story. Use deep breathing, vigorous exercise, journal writing, and positive 
self-talk like “I can handle this” to calm down. Get support if needed. Returning 
when calm improves your ability to listen and resolve issues. 
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